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Abstract
ELAN was one of the ﬁrst rule based language to introduce a clear separation between the notion of rule
and the notion of control, also called strategy. Starting from this experience, our goal was to make available
these constructs in a widely used language such as Java. In this paper we present the essential features
we have considered when designing the Tom language, which is an extension of Java that integrates the
notions of rules and strategies. Relying on the implementation, we explain how these ingredients can be
implemented and smoothly integrated in a Java environment.
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1 Introduction
The notion of rewrite rule is an abstraction that can be used to model various
processes. It has been used intensively to model, study, and analyze diﬀerent parts
of a complex system, from algorithms to running software. On one side it can be
used to describe the behavior of a transition system for instance. On the other side,
it provides a theoretical framework useful to certify and prove properties such as
termination or conﬂuence.
Besides its straightforward interpretation, the notion of rewrite rule can be used
to produce eﬃcient implementations. It has been successfully used in theorem
provers and proof assistants such as RRL, Otter, CiME, Coq, as well as in the kernel
execution mechanism of rule based and functional languages such as ASF+SDF [7],
Clean, Caml, ELAN [4], Maude [3], and Stratego [10] for instance.
Programming with rewrite rules is apparently easy: a complex transformation
can be decomposed into elementary transformations, encoded using a rewrite rule,
then, we rely on the rule engine to ﬁre a rule whenever it is possible. Most of the
time, we are interested in getting a result whose computation is deterministic. In
other words, the result should be reproducible, the set of rules should be terminating
and conﬂuent. However, things are rarely conﬂuent by nature. One solution could
be to use the Knuth-Bendix completion, but this is not realistic on large programs.
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In practice, starting from an initial signature and a simple set of rewrite rules, the
programmer often modiﬁes the signature and the rules in order to encode some
control. From a software engineering point of view, this annihilates the elegance of
term rewriting and makes the system much more complex and diﬃcult to maintain.
A ﬁrst solution to this problem is to assign a priority to each rule and to consider
an execution mechanism that encodes a ﬁxed order of reduction, such as innermost
or outermost, also called call by value or call by name in functional programming
languages. Another solution is to separate the control from the rules. Instead of
encoding the control into the rules themselves, it is described in a distinct expression
or language. The expressions that speciﬁes how the rules should be applied are called
strategies. The design of such a strategy language is not easy and several attempts
and proposals have been made.
OBJ is one of the ﬁrst languages that introduced an explicit form of strategy,
called evaluation strategy. To each operator a list of integers can be attached to
specify in which order the arguments should be evaluated.
Maude followed this approach and added the notion of meta-level. In this
setting, a rewrite rule has a name, considered as a constant, and can be explicitly
applied via the meta-apply operator. The application of a set of rules can be
controlled by another program, expressed by rewriting and using meta-apply. This
new program can also be controlled by another program from the meta-meta-level.
This tower of reﬂexivity is very elegant and expressive, but a bit diﬃcult to use.
ELAN has its origins in OBJ, but followed another approach. Instead of having
a meta-level, ELAN was the ﬁrst language to introduce an explicit strategy language
to control the application of rules. Each rule has a name which corresponds to
an elementary strategy. A strategy can then be combined with another one using
operators such as ; (sequence), repeat, dont-care, and dont-know for instance.
This strategy language was both very expressive and easy to use.
Stratego has been inspired by ELAN, Maude, and the functional programming
style. It introduces a quite elegant and simple strategy language. Similarly to
ELAN, a rule is an elementary strategy that can be combined with strategy operators
such as ; (sequence), <+ (left-choice), etc. The main contribution comes from the
introduction of a recursion operator and two generic congruence operators All and
One, that can be used to describe higher-level strategies such as top-down, innermost
or outermost. In this setting, we have TopDown(s) = μxs ; All(x), which applies s
to a term t, and then recursively applies the TopDown(s) strategy to the immediate
subterms of t.
ASF+SDF has also a strategy language, in the same spirit as the OBJ’s one.
To each operator an annotation can be attached, that speciﬁes its behavior. The
combination of traversal and bottom-up indicates that a given set of rules should
be applied in a bottom-up way for example. This approach is of course less general
than the previous ones, but it is an interesting trade-of between expressiveness and
simplicity to use.
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During the last decade we have accumulated an important experience in both
implementing and using rule based languages. In this paper we try to isolate the
essential constructs and features that have to be considered when designing a new
rule and strategy based language. In a second part, we explain how those features
can be smoothly integrated and eﬃciently implemented into an object oriented
programming language such as Java.
2 Our wish list
Starting from the ELAN experience, we have tried to design a new language based
on the same concepts. This process leads us to analyse what were the good points,
and what were the points that could be improved. The ELAN language clearly
has many interesting constructs, in particular the notion of rules, strategies, and
equational matching. Unfortunately, its cohabitation with largely used program-
ming languages such as C or Java needs some improvement. In particular, it could
be very interesting to use the constructs provided by ELAN in those programming
languages themselves. Starting from that situation, our goal was to design a new
language, called Tom, with a comparable expressiveness, but in a more accessible
programming environment. In this section we present what are the requirements
and the essential features that have been considered when designing the Tom pro-
gramming language.
Terms
A ﬁrst requirement was to be able to describe and manipulate tree shaped structures,
or terms. The ELAN experience showed that it is more convenient to manipulate
many sorted terms, especially since this simple typing of terms does help catching
many programming errors. Languages such as ASF+SDF, ELAN or Maude do mix
the term algebra used to express the rules and the concrete input syntax of the
speciﬁcations. This feature is very convenient to prototype transformations, but
makes the implementation of the language much more complex. In order to keep
the language and the implementation simple, we wanted to keep the syntax of rules
in a preﬁx notation, like in many functional programming languages.
Describing elementary transformations.
When designing complex applications, it is important to be able to decompose the
various transformations into diﬀerent rewrite systems or elementary transforma-
tions, and then decide which rule apply to which term. A ﬁrst step towards this
goal is to let the user deﬁne labeled rules:
[] l → r
A same label can be given to several rules to deﬁne a rewrite system. The application
of such system has to be explicitly speciﬁed by the user. Given a term t, the
application of a labeled rule performs a single step of reduction at the root position,
if t is matched by a left-hand side. Otherwise, the application fails.
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Computing canonical forms.
Another important feature inherited from ELAN is the ability to automatically main-
tain terms in normal form with respect to a rewrite system. This is done via the
deﬁnition of unlabeled rules which are applied until getting an irreducible term.
The considered rewrite system has of course to be conﬂuent and terminating.
Using unlabeled rules, it is possible to specify a canonical form for the term
data structures of the application, such as representing logical formulas in disjunc-
tive normal form, or enforcing constant expression evaluation in a programming
language. For instance, the following rule set can be used to express how to build
boolean formulas in disjunctive normal form:
Not(And(l,r)) -> Or(Not(l),Not(r))
Not(Or(l,r)) -> And(Not(l),Not(r))
Not(True()) -> False()
Not(False()) -> True()
Not(Not(x)) -> x
And(x,Or(y,z)) -> Or(And(x,y),And(x,z))
And(Or(y,z),x) -> Or(And(y,x),And(z,x))
Maintaining a data structure in canonical form is an essential feature that improves
the quality of software. The programmer does no longer have to take care of this
maintenance by calling normalisation functions. In addition, this makes the writ-
ing of elementary transformations simpler since only canonical forms have to be
considered.
Controlling the rewriting.
In our case, the situation is a bit particular since in addition to the notion of rule,
there is an underlying Turing complete language, namely Java. To control the
application of rules, an attracting possibility would be to use Java directly. This
language natively oﬀers the composition (;), the repetition (while), and many other
control statements. However, the more we use Java, the more it becomes complex
to reason about programs and to perform proofs. How to show that a rewrite
system is terminating under a given strategy when this strategy is expressed in
Java? Therefore, the problem is to ﬁnd a good strategy language which is both
expressive and simple to use.
As mentioned in the introduction, we have studied and experimented the expres-
siveness of several existing strategy languages. The one proposed by Stratego [10]
has several interesting properties. It is atomic, being composed of less than 10
elementary combinators. It is expressive, allowing the deﬁnition of various traver-
sal strategies. Initially not tailored to support non-deterministic searches, we will
see that this limitation can be removed in a simple and elegant way, using context
information.
We thus decided to base our strategy language on elementary combinators, that
are combined with labeled rules to build more complex strategies. Given a set of
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rules, there are two fundamental operators for combining rules: the choice operator
Choice(s1, s2) which applies s2 only if the application of s1 fails. The sequence
operator Sequence(s1, s2) which applies s1, and then, if that succeeds, applies s2.
The diﬀerent combinators are described in Figure 1.
Combinator Semantics
Identity() Does nothing, and returns the original term
Fail() Always fails
All(v) Applies v to all direct subterms in sequence
Choice(v1,v2) Applies v1, then v2 if v1 failed
Sequence(v1,v2) Applies v1, then v2. Fails if one of them fails
Not(v) Fails if v is applicable, returns identity otherwise
Omega(i,v) Applies v to the i-th sub-term if it exists, fails otherwise
One(v) Applies v to all sub-terms in order, until a success
IfThenElse(c,v1,v2) Applies c, then if c success, applies v1, otherwise v2
Fig. 1. Elementary strategy combinators
Recursive strategy deﬁnitions are essential to describe the common rewrit-
ing strategies such as top-down, bottom-up and leftmost-innermost. For instance,
bottom-up is deﬁned as BottomUp(v) = Sequence(All(BottomUp(v)), v)
The basic strategy combinators and the strategies that are created by composing
them are generic, and will perform equally on any data structure, when the labeled
rules are speciﬁc to the data structure (since they perform pattern matching and
term construction). In order to build elegantly some transformations, we need data
structure dependent strategy combinators, such as congruence strategies. They are
used to decompose terms and to apply strategies to subterms. For example, the
congruence strategy for the And constructor, noted And has two arguments, which
are strategies to be applied respectively to the left and right subterms of an And.
_And(s1,s2) applied to the term And(x,y) will apply s1 to x and s2 to y, and will
fail if applied to a term that is not rooted by And.
Knowing the context.
Usually, a rule application, even under strategies, is context free. When a rule or
a strategy is applied, the result only depends on the term to which the strategy is
applied. However, it is common to require some knowledge about the context when
applying a strategy. For example, we may want to know if a particular subterm is
in positive or negative position in a formula.
For that, context information such as the list of terms that were traversed by
the strategy before accessing the current subterm, or the position of the current
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subterm in the traversed term should be accessible when evaluating the right hand
side of a labeled rule. The explicit representation of the notion of position also
corresponds to classical operations found in the literature, such as the access to a
given subterm (t|ω) or the replacement (t[u]ω) for instance.
Exploring a search space.
Many applications of rule based systems do require the manipulation of non deter-
ministic rewrite systems. For instance, cryptographic protocol veriﬁcation can be
treated as a reachability problem in a particular non deterministic rewrite system
that models the protocol. We thus require the strategy language to be able to
support non determinism, by letting the user compute the set of successors of the
application of a set of rules, and also the successors of the application of rules to
diﬀerent redexes. In ELAN, only the ﬁrst case can be easily implemented.
Such a control should be ﬂexible enough to support the exploration of a search
space in a depth-ﬁrst or breadth-ﬁrst manner.
Integration into Java.
Considered separately, each feature mentioned previously is not a revolution and
already appears in a form or another in an existing rule based language, except the
explicit representation of position information which is a real contribution. The
main diﬃculty of our approach is to integrate everything into Java. This is also
the main contribution of this work.
3 Our approach
As presented in [5,1], the main component of our system is the Tom compiler.
It mainly introduces two constructs: a ‘<term> to build an algebraic term, and
a %match construct, similar to switch/case which executes an action (a Java
statement) when a pattern matches a given subject. This system does not impose a
speciﬁc term data structure: the implementation of the term data structure becomes
a parameter of the Tom compiler, using a mapping mechanism. An advantage of
this approach is to make the %match construct usable on any kind of data structure.
The counterpart is that the user has to provide an implementation.
Terms
To help the programmer, we have designed a tool called Gom [6] that takes an
algebraic signature as input and generates a Java implementation of this signature.
This work is an extension of [8]. The interaction between Tom and Gom is illus-
trated in Figure 2. In this formalism, a speciﬁcation for boolean expressions can be
the following:
%gom {
module Bool
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ADT Tom+Javamapping.tom
Java Java
bytecode
Gom Tom compiler
javac
∪
Fig. 2. Given a signature (ADT), a Java implementation is generated. In addition, a mapping that
makes the implementation a parameter of Tom is generated. The algebraic data structure can be directly
manipulated in a Tom program. The compilation process translates the data structure and the rule based
program into Java classes, that can be combined with other libraries.
imports String
abstract syntax
Bool = True()
| False()
| Not(b:Bool)
| And(l:Bool,r:Bool)
| Or(l:Bool,r:Bool)
| Var(name:String)
}
The language provides modularity with the use of the imports keyword. Java
classes implementing this structure are then generated, providing a typed interface
as well as an eﬃcient implementation based on maximal sharing. Following the
factory design pattern, these classes provide static construction functions.
Computing canonical forms.
The implementation of canonization functions can be done by encoding a rewrite
system into functions: to each deﬁned symbol a function is associated. These func-
tions are called when a term has to be built, and the corresponding normal form is
returned. The main drawback of this approach is that the user (a Java program-
mer) can forget to call these normalisation functions and directly use the factory
generated by Gom instead. This would result in terms which are no longer in nor-
mal form. To avoid this problem, we consider that the notion of unlabeled rule is
strongly tied to the term data structure that is used in the application. We thus
propose to deﬁne the set of unlabeled rules in conjunction to the deﬁnition of the
data structure, in the Gom formalism. The code that implements the normalisation
function will then be generated in the construction functions provided by the fac-
tory. An important consequence of this design is the impossibility to build a term
which is not in normal form. Therefore, the boolean formulae that should only be
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manipulated in disjunctive normal form can be deﬁned as follows:
%gom {
module Bool
imports String
abstract syntax
Bool = True()
| False()
| Not(b:Bool)
| And(l:Bool,r:Bool)
| Or(l:Bool,r:Bool)
| Var(name:String)
rules() {
Not(And(l,r)) -> Or(Not(l),Not(r))
Not(Or(l,r)) -> And(Not(l),Not(r))
Not(True()) -> False()
Not(False()) -> True()
Not(Not(x)) -> x
And(x,Or(y,z)) -> Or(And(x,y),And(x,z))
And(Or(y,z),x) -> Or(And(y,x),And(z,x))
}
}
This construct ensures that there is no way to obtain a term that is not normal with
respect to the rewrite system. It is also possible to use conditional rewrite rules in
the ruleset, which lets the deﬁnition of ordered or balanced trees more convenient.
Describing elementary transformations.
The notion of labeled rule cannot be implemented with the same approach. A
labeled rule corresponds to an elementary strategy that has to be manipulated as
an object. Therefore, its implementation cannot be a function: this is not a ﬁrst
order object in Java. In our setting, an elementary strategy is implemented by a
class which has an apply function. The implementation of such a class is generated
automatically when using the %strategy keyword:
%strategy swap() {
visit Bool {
Or(Var(x),Var(y)) -> {
if(x.compareTo(y)) {
return ‘Or(Var(y),Var(x));
}
}
}
}
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The construction %strategy swap() deﬁnes a labeled rule whose name is swap.
Similarly to the %match construct, the right-hand side of a rule can be any Java
statement. In this example, return ‘Or(Var(y),Var(x)) is used to return an
object of sort Bool. Such a rule can then be applied to a term using the apply
function. The following instructions applies the swap strategy to a simple term,
storing the result in the res variable:
Bool b = ‘Or(Var("b"),Var("a"));
Bool res = ‘swap().apply(b);
Controlling the rewriting.
In [11], J. Visser introduced a new pattern to implement elementary combinators.
This work, implemented in JJTraveler, is very important since it makes available
in Java the combinator that exists in the Stratego language. A minor drawback
of the approach is the implementation of the elementary strategies (the labeled
rules), which requires some extra eﬀort from the user. In particular, a quite complex
interface has to be instantiated for each labeled rule. This code is now automatically
generated by the %strategy keyword. A simple solution to implement our strategy
language would have been to reuse JJTraveler in combination with the %strategy
construct. This was our ﬁrst attempt.
When programming with rules and strategies, as in Stratego [9,10] and ELAN [2],
the deﬁnition of recursive composed strategies is very frequent. The deﬁnition of
common rewriting strategies such as top-down, bottom-up, and leftmost-innermost
is done via the use of an explicit recursion operator μ. This operator, like the
let rec construct in functional languages, is essential. However, in JJTraveler this
μ operator does not exist. Thus, the graph that represents the recursive strategy
has to be encoded directly in Java. This is not easy and error prone. For example,
the construction of the BottomUp strategy μx  All(x) ; s is encoded as follows:
package jjtraveler;
public class BottomUp extends Sequence {
public BottomUp(Visitor v) {
super(null,v);
first = new All(this);
}
}
Sequence
All v
This graph is obtained by ﬁrst allocating a Sequence with a dummy pointer set to
null. Then the correct graph is built. This is clearly not the abstraction level we
want to provide. In our framework, which is an extension of JJTraveler, we allow
the deﬁnition of strategies that explicitly use the μ recursion operator. In Java,
the bottom-up strategy can be implemented as follows:
Strategy BottomUp(Strategy s) {
return ‘mu(x, Sequence(All(x),s));
}
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This strategy can then be used to apply a strategy s to each node of a term u with
t = ‘BottomUp(s).visit(u).
Context and position
When analysing source code, context free information is not enough. For instance,
when verifying a particular part of a program, sometimes we require to know what
are the variables that are deﬁned in the context, as well as their type. Such in-
formation can be obtained by letting user strategies to use a mutable state, that
will be altered during the tree traversal. When ﬁnding a variable declaration for
instance, the variable is stored, and further on, when ﬁnding a variable, it can be
compared to what has been previously stored:
%strategy VarCheck(Stack bag) {
visit Instruction {
Assign(var,expression,body) -> {
bag.push(‘var);
this.visit(‘body);
bag.pop();
}
}
visit Expression {
Variable(var) -> {
if(!bag.contains(‘var)) {
throw new Exception("Undefined variable " + ‘var);
}
}
}
}
Another way to take the strategy application context into account is to use the
notion of position in a term. The idea is to come back to the textbook notion of
rewriting, resorting to the notion of position to identify a particular subterm or
redex (t|ω or t[u]ω for example). The novelty here is to give access to the current
position in a term while traversing it. This position can be manipulated as a ﬁrst
class object in the programming language.
To implement such a feature, each strategy combinator has to maintain the path
from the root to the currently traversed term. This information is automatically
maintained by the elementary combinators provided by the library: Sequence, All,
One, etc. From a user perspective, the current position is returned by the function
getPosition(). The object representing the position is not mutable and can be
stored to be reused later. It will not be further modiﬁed when the strategy continues
its traversal.
The expressive power provided by the explicit representation of positions is very
high. For example, this feature is essential to implemented non deterministic explo-
ration. Given a rewrite system implemented by a strategy, to compute the set of all
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possible successors, a two step algorithm can be used. First, a top-down traversal is
performed to identify all possible redexes. This set of redexes can be represented by
a list of pairs (t, ωi) where t is the term, and each ωi correspond to the position of a
redex. In a second step, the list is iterated, and the successors of t|ωi are computed
and collected.
4 Conclusion
The design of a language that integrates the notions of rules and strategies in a
mainstream programming language such as Java is not an easy task. We described
the constructs and features that are required, and we showed how they can be
integrated into the Java language.
This results in a language in which formally deﬁning algorithms using terms,
rules, and strategies is easy and elegant, without losing the ﬂexibility and versatility
of the underlying host language. It makes possible the mixture between the formal
deﬁnition of a logic system, using Tom, with user code that provides a fully ﬂedged
interface implemented using low level code. The integration of formal aspects into
a classical programming language eases a gradual integration of formal methods
into existing projects. In practice, this integration becomes natural since the use
of algebraic constructs, as those provided by Tom, makes the code smaller, more
readable and robust.
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